Dear Sister Universities,

Greetings from National Pingtung University of science and Technology (NPUST), Taiwan. I hope this letter finds you well!

National Pingtung University of Science and Technology (NPUST) is now applying for funding from the Ministry of Education, Taiwan, to support prospective international students. The Scholarship is granted for a maximum of three years to PhD students who are currently as college lecturers before begin their doctoral programs in NPUST. All accepted students’ tuition fees will be waived. In addition to monthly stipend, accommodation will be provided or partially supported.

To ensure that our university is adequately funded by the government, please let us know before the May 5th about the estimated number of lecturers who is coming to study at NPUST this September. Application review is on a first come first served basis. Information about departments or institutions to study and major subjects is required along with applications. We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact my staff, Mr. Eric via e-mail eric1967@mail.npust.edu.tw and BCC to our office email at international@mail.npust.edu.tw or phone +886-8-7740561#6636

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Vincent Ru-Chu Shih
Dean and Professor
Office of International Affairs
National Pingtung University of Science and Technology